We present an aberration cancelling optical design for a reflective adaptive optics -optical coherence tomography (AO-OCT) retinal imaging system. The optical performance of this instrument is compared to our previous multimodal AO-OCT/AO-SLO retinal imaging system. The feasibility of new instrumentation for improved visualization of microscopic retinal structures is discussed. Examples of images acquired with this new AO-OCT instrument are presented.
Introduction
Over the last decade, adaptive optics (AO) retinal imaging instruments have made possible routine imaging of in vivo human retina at the cellular scale [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, the first reports of in vivo imaging of the rod photoreceptor mosaic have only recently been published [6] [7] [8] . This improved performance and resolution of AO systems can be attributed to implementation of aberration cancelling design strategies for reflective AO imaging instruments [9] [10] [11] .
We previously described several AO-OCT system designs, including a combined AO-OCT/AO-SLO instrument, that uses an "in-plane" optical design of the AO-OCT sample arm [3, 12, 13] . Here we present progress on the development of the next generation of AO-OCT systems, implementing an "off-plane" design using reflective optics. The basic principle of aberration cancelling is to eliminate the most dominant aberration, astigmatism, by using two mirrors with orthogonal rotation [14] , so called "off-plane" design. A similar design strategy has been implemented recently in AO-SLO and AO-OCT systems for retinal imaging [8, [15] [16] [17] . An interesting alternative to "off-plane" design achieved by use of toroidal mirrors for AO-OCT systems has also been proposed recently [18, 19] .
Our new AO-OCT system "off-plane" sample arm design was created using optimization methods available in optical design software that allowed for simultaneous minimization of the wavefront aberrations and the pupil wanders. This allowed for diffraction-limited optical design over a 3° x 3° field of view with 8 diopter vergence correction range ( ± 4 Diopter). Pupil wander at the eye plane is reduced under 0.1mm (1.5%) of its pupil size (6.8mm). Figure 1 shows screenshots of the 3D layout of the imaging optics of the AO-OCT sample arm as visualized by optical design software (Zemax). Similar to our final version of the "inplane" original design, we used a cascade of focal telescopes (created by pairs of spherical mirrors) to produce conjugate planes of the eye pupil with all key optical components, including X and Y scanning mirrors, wavefront correctors and a Hartmann-Shack (H-S) wavefront sensor (which uses the OCT imaging light for wavefront reconstruction). The main difference from the previous "in-plane" system is that the current design places optical elements out of the single plane in order to minimize system residual aberration. The aberrations that affect image quality in the pupil planes are reduced by the "off-plane" design. Optical aberrations of imaging systems are responsible for reducing performance of adaptive optics. Therefore, implementation of an "off-plane" design of the optical system is critical for achieving optimum performance of the AO system and for measuring and correcting aberration of the sample, in our case the subject's ocular aberrations. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , 1(c), and Fig. 2(a) , the spherical mirrors are placed in a single plane in the old AO-OCT sample arm. Inevitably, the astigmatism is cumulated as the number of mirror-based telescopes is increased. The principle of the new AO-OCT sample arm design is to counterbalance the astigmatism by rotating the optical axis orthogonally as shown in Fig.  1(b) , 1(d), and Fig. 2(b) [11] . The aberrations are counterbalanced at each corresponding spherical mirror that reflects the imaging light. This principle was maintained during the optical design and resulted in very effectively cancelled aberrations. Table 1 shows the optical design parameters and the height of each optical component. The maximum system height is limited to less than 25 cm and the minimum height is set as 5 cm from the optical table. The maximum height limit was chosen arbitrarily to limit the vertical size of the system, while the minimum height was chosen based on the mechanical dimensions of available opto-mechanical mounts. In the optical design stage, we had to accept some trade-offs in some optical parameters. For example, we had to compromise between residual wavefront error and pupil wander to meet our final specifications of the system. In our case, achieving diffraction-limited performance in our desired field of view was the main goal of the optical design. Optimization becomes easier if there is a greater range in the optical parameters. If we could, for example, vary the heights of optical components over 25 cm, the final performance could be further improved. We set up an optimization merit function that targets both residual wavefront error and pupil wander. We then found the optimum value of weights for the two merit functions to satisfy our design goal. All the angles and heights of components were allowed to vary during optimization except the angles of the deformable mirror and horizontal scanner. This is because we cannot easily change the angle of the deformable mirror and horizontal scanner. It is important to use the smallest angle between two adjacent telescopes for the effective optimization in the optical design stage. So we put the vertical scanner at the top of the horizontal scanner to minimize the astigmatism that is generated by the beam angle from the spherical mirror. As a result, we eliminated one source of wavefront aberration and achieved very small wavefront error. Table 1 summarizes the optimum heights of all the optical components that minimize the wavefront error and pupil wander. We designed the AO-OCT system to have diffractionlimited performance for the subject's eye aberration from −4 to + 4 Diopter (Dpt) with a 3° x 3° field of view. Figure 3 shows spot diagrams of the old "in-plane" and new "off-plane" AO-OCT sample arm plotted as a function of scanning position (3° x 3°). In the prior AO-OCT design, the main aberration remaining was astigmatism. Off-axis aberration, like astigmatism, is severe in a cascaded telescope system because it accumulates as light passes through all the mirrors that are placed sequentially in a single plane. In our new AO-OCT design, geometrical spot size is reduced under the size of the Airy Disk without DM correction. Wavelengths used for design were 800 nm, 850 nm and 900 nm. Airy disk size was 2.5 μm. Another important benefit of an "off-plane" optical design is reduction of pupil wander observed at the system entrance pupil plane during imaging. Minimizing this effect is critical for proper measurements and correction of wavefront error. Figure 4 shows a comparison of pupil wander for the old "in-plane" and new "off-plane" AO-OCT sample arm design plotted as a function of retinal scanning position (3° x 3°). The maximum pupil wander of our new system for 3° x 3° retinal FOV is under 0.1 mm, which is also lower than the value of the previous system: 0.65 mm. Pupil wander impairs performance of an AO system. In our system, the exposure time of the wavefront sensor is on the order of 30-50 ms; thus, different parts of the eye pupil are sampled during single wavefront data acquisition, which "blurs" measured wavefronts. This can also result in creation of periodic modulations of measured wavefront as different parts of the pupil have different wavefronts.
Optical design

Modeling of system performances over an 8 Dpt vergence range
We modeled the ability of the DM to correct the residual system aberrations. To quantify the correction and maximum stroke of the DM, we generated defocus errors on the eye pupil. Defocus values from −4 to + 4 Dpt are applied and corrected by the DM. This corresponds to evaluating performance of our system for imaging patients with different refractive error. The wavefront sensor measures the residual system aberrations for DM correction. Figure 5 shows the RMS wavefront error of the OCT system when the defocus is applied (blue line) and corrected (red line) for 3° x 3° FOV. The design results demonstrate that the new AO-OCT system has diffraction-limited performance for all the defocus generated with DM correction. The maximum DM stroke needed to correct ± 4 Dpt defocus was ± 9.2 µm, well below the deformation range of the AlpAO mirror ( ± 22 µm) used in our system. Another important improvement of our new "off-plane" AO-OCT system is the circular pupil shape during the correction of a subject's eye aberrations. The old "in-plane" system has astigmatism as the dominant system aberration as shown in Fig. 6 . The new system has spherical aberration rather than astigmatism as the dominant residual aberration. This difference of dominant aberration allows the DM to correct aberrations without changing the shape of the eye pupil elliptically in the new AO-OCT system. The shape of the DM in the old AO-OCT was elliptical when it corrected the aberration of the eye because of the system astigmatism. Figure 7 shows the shape of the pupil at the eye plane. The shape of the pupil still remains circular when the DM corrects 4 Dpt of aberration from the eye in the new "off-plane" AO-OCT system. But the shape of the pupil in the old "in-plane" AO-OCT system becomes elliptical when it corrects the aberration of the subject's eye using the DM. An elliptical pupil shape makes the lateral resolution of sagittal and tangential foci different from each other. This results in a loss of resolving power at the sagittal focal point when the DM works because of the system astigmatism. Figure 8 shows the spot diagram at the retinal plane with the Airy Disk (black circle) when the AO is ON for the new AO-OCT design (3° x 3° FOV) for different values of subject refractive error ( ± 4 Dpt). The deformable mirror was modeled as fixed for all the retinal positions with the "static" correction of defocus, astigmatism and coma. Figure 9 shows the experimental setup of the new "off-plane" AO-OCT sample arm. In the optical design, we used a series of afocal telescopes to image the eye's pupil on all key optical components, including vertical and horizontal scanning mirrors, wavefront corrector (deformable mirror, DM), the Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor and the fiber collimator for light delivery. A superluminescent diode (SLD, T840-HP) was used as the light source. The center wavelength was 840 nm and the bandwidth was 112 nm with output power of 16 mW. The OCT acquisition engine was similar to the one we described previously for our phasevariance OCT instrument [20] . The OCT GPU-based acquisition software used in our instrument has been developed and shared by Sarunik's group from SFU [21] . Light backscattered from the retina was combined with light from the reference arm and the spectral fringes were acquired in the detection channel of the OCT spectrometer. A water cuvette placed in the reference arm approximately matched dispersion induced by the human eye in the sample arm; any remaining dispersion mismatch was corrected by Fourier-domain OCT reconstruction software [3] . Each solid and dotted line represents the direction of the light. The light beam travels up and down to minimize the aberration of the system and the pupil wander at the eye plane. In our old "in-plane" AO-OCT system, the aberrations were cumulated as light passed through all the spherical mirrors because it was designed in a single plane. In our new "off-plane" AO-OCT system the aberrations are counterbalanced at each corresponding spherical mirror that reflects the light. Figure 10 shows an OCT en-face projection image of a resolution chart acquired by the new AO-OCT system when the deformable mirror was replaced by a flat mirror. Thus, no AO correction in the sample arm was performed and system optical performance could be evaluated. We used an eye model that has an achromatic lens with focal length of 30 mm to image the resolution chart. The calculated spot size (defined as the 1/e 2 width: distance between the two points on the marginal distribution that are 1/e 2 = 0.135 times the maximum value) was 7.45 µm with the eye model. Note that our system resolved the small bars that have a gap width of 3.11 µm without correcting residual aberrations of the imaging system (no AO correction) what confirms its diffraction-limited performance. In the eye, however, we should consider the shorter focal length and the material of eye which has an average refractive index of 1.34. Based on this result, the corresponding diffraction-limited lateral resolution of our new "off-plane" AO-OCT system in the human eye should be below 2 µm.
Experiment
Imaging of the resolution chart
In-vivo imaging of the human retina
As an example of our AO-OCT system capabilities we present a volumetric AO-OCT data set acquired from a healthy 61-year-old volunteer with minimum refractive error. Written informed consent was obtained before imaging under protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California Davis.
Optical power on the cornea was 650 µW and the OCT acquisition speed was 102 kHz with a 0.75° x 0.75° FOV scanning range on the retina. Figure 11 shows representative Cscans and B-scan projections reconstructed from a single volumetric AO-OCT data set. The focus of the AO-OCT system was set to the depth of the IS/OS junction. The adjacent photoreceptor layer bands from the volume data were separated. Additionally, there was improved resolution and contrast of en-face projection views of photoreceptor sub-cellular layers extracted from volumetric scans compared to our previous AO-OCT system. Each of the extracted C-scans was created by projecting intensities within the thickness of each layer (< 10 µm). The difference between morphology of each sub layer caused by different microscopic components can be easily observed. Note that the bright structures seen on projection view of cone outer segment tips (COST) and rod outer segments tips (ROST) layers are complimentary to each other which is visualized by lack of color mixing in the combined color-coded view of both layers. We propose that the structures seen in ROST projection view are the rod photoreceptors arranged in the mosaic surrounding cone photoreceptors. We think that our inability to clearly resolve the rod photoreceptor mosaic is due to the creation of speckle by the coherent detection nature of OCT. This effect is similar to previously described effects observed in AO-SLO systems with partially coherent light illumination [22] . Note that intensity projections of ELM, BM and RPE look similar due to the presence of scattering structures smaller than the lateral resolution of our system resulting in a uniform speckle field in these layers.
Conclusions
An off-plane AO-OCT system was designed and successfully implemented allowing minimization of the wavefront error and pupil wander to result in better resolution and retinal image quality. Counterbalancing of wavefront errors and minimizing pupil wander were possible using a conventional cascade of focal telescopes by rotating the telescopes orthogonally. Increased lateral resolution allowed visualization of 3D morphology of cone and rod photoreceptor layers. Note that despite the high axial resolution of our AO-OCT system which allows us to separate axially the band of cone outer segment tips from rod outer segment tips, the coherent artifact (speckle) might be responsible for reducing visibility of the rod mosaic (rod diameters are in the order of our system speckle diameter). This is why one should be careful if comparing AO-SLO with AO-(Fd-OCT) data sets due to different acquisition planes and measured signal origins as well as image processing.
To take full advantage of the improved resolution of our system we plan to implement retinal motion correction techniques and spectral speckle reduction schemes. This will allow averaging of AO-OCT data sets to reduce speckle contrast seen in single AO-OCT volumes.
